Have you tried these other TurboChip™ game cards?

- Power Golf™
- China Warrior™
- Alien Crush™
- Dungeon Explorer™
- The Legendary Axe™
WARNINGs
1. Be sure power is turned off when changing game cards.
2. This is a precision device and should not be used or stored under conditions of excessive temperature or humidity.
3. Do not forcibly bend your TurboChip game cards.
4. Do not touch the inside of the terminal area or expose the SuperSystem to water, etc., as this might damage the unit.
5. Do not wipe your SuperSystem or TurboChip game cards with volatile liquids such as paint thinner or benzene.

TurboChip game cards are made especially for use with the TurboGrafx-16 Entertainment SuperSystem and will not operate on other systems.

*Any duplication, copying or rental of this software is strictly prohibited.

Inserting the TurboChip Game Card
1. Remove the TurboChip game card from its plastic case.
2. Hold the TurboChip game card with the title side up and gently slide it into the Game Card Port until you feel a firm click (do not bend the game card or touch its metal parts as this could erase the program).
3. Slide the Control Deck Power Switch to the ON position (if your game card is not inserted properly, the Power Switch will not move all the way to the right).
4. The title screen of your particular TurboChip game card should appear on your television.

Dark Squadron—Dead Ahead!
Get to your battle station, space jockey! You’re in for the fight of your life in this, the ultimate outer-space shoot ‘em up—Blazing Lazers!

Seated at the helm of 80 tons of awesome firepower—a Gunhed Star Fighter—you’ve just run into the ruthless Dark Squadron. Dangerously close to the Earth, they threaten to destroy the world with 8 Super Weapons. Only you and your Star Fighter’s blazing lazers and bombs stand between them and certain destruction. Plan your strategy and power up with the 8 different enhancements that appear—you’ll need more than straight shooting to fight your way out of this one!
Starting the Game

Object of the Game
Use your Gunhed Star Fighter's lazer cannon and bombs to defeat the Dark Squadron. Advance through nine separate game levels by destroying the enemy and the Boss Super-ships. Increase your ship's fighting power by acquiring weapons and power-gels as you battle your way to the aliens' supreme leader.

Press the RUN button
This starts the game from the title screen.

Pausing the Game
During play, press the RUN button to pause.

Resetting the Game
During play, the game can be reset to the title screen by holding down the RUN button and pressing the SELECT button at the same time.

How to Continue
When the game is over and the Continue Screen appears, press the SELECT Button to select the "Continue" option, then press the RUN Button. You can "continue" up to 4 times.

Turbo Switches
Play with Turbo Switches up for maximum fire power.

Controlling Your Star Fighter

Your Gunhed Star Fighter is controlled by using your TurboPad controller as shown in the diagram. Five different speeds are possible and cluster bombs (Button I). The power of the lazer cannon can be changed and enhanced by acquiring certain "power up" items and gel capsules along the way. The cluster bombs produce powerful explosions which inflict substantial damage on all surrounding aliens. The number of bombs remaining is displayed in the lower right-hand corner of the screen, and only this number of bombs can be used!

Firing Your Weapons
Your Star Fighter carries two types of weapons: a powerful lazer cannon (Button II) using the SELECT Button (speeds are shown on the screen by the triangular mark(s) under the score).
As you move to higher levels, the power of your lazer cannon can also be increased by capturing gel capsules that are dropped by certain enemies.

**Photon Blaster**
Each lazer blast produces up to three explosions.

**Field Thunder**
A powerful lazer stream. As your level increases, the lazer will change its field of attack and pattern.

**Characters Possessing Power Up “Gels”**
When you destroy certain members of the Dark Squadron, "gels" appear which can be retrieved to increase your ship's firepower. The enemy characters possessing these “gels” have distinctive characteristics, so try to remember them as you play. As the level progresses, 2, 3 or more items may appear in succession. To maximize your firepower, capture them all!

---

**Power Wave**
This is a lazer beam for wide-range attacks. As your power level increases, the beam increases its width.

**Ring Blaster**
Forms a protective barrier around your Star Fighter. The number of rings increases as your power level goes up.

---

**Power Up Items**

**Homing Missile**
Enhances your Star Fighter by adding guided missiles which fire in many directions and seek out alien ships.

**Shield**
Strengthens your Star Fighter's shields for additional protection.

**Multi-Body**
Dopple-ship that follows the movements of your Star Fighter for additional firepower.

**Full Fire**
This item strengthens the power of your weapons.

---

**Completing Each Level—Collecting “Gels”**
When an enemy is destroyed, a purple ball may appear. By collecting the following number of power-up balls, you can increase your Star Fighter’s weapon level accordingly:

- Level 0 to level 1 — 1 ball
- Level 1 to level 2 — 2 balls
- Level 2 to level 3 — 4 balls
- Level 3 to level 4 — 8 balls
- Level 4 to level 5 — 12 balls
- Level 5 to level 6 — 16 balls
Enemy Characters of the Dark Squadron

The Dark Squadron’s war machines are divided into two groups: characters which shoot from fixed positions, and flying characters that shoot from anywhere on the screen.

Each enemy character has its own particular attack pattern. Remembering these patterns will help you overcome your opponents!

Mind Blower
Harrier
Bungo Box
Shrapnoid (looks like a rock)
Viper (V-wing fighter)
Lazer Nest
C-4
Mister Twister (giant rotating missile)

Bosses of the Dark Squadron

TriClops
Giant attack craft that splits into three separate pieces.

Gatling Gun
A giant cannon that fires multiple lazer bursts downward at your Star Fighter.

Big Borg
Armored space craft that expands to launch powerful plasma lazer blasts.

Tarax the Great
A spider-like creature that spits out bugs at you when attacking.

Space Prowler
A space creature that bubbles with green parasites.

Demon Rock
An indestructable rock that breaks open to reveal a two-headed dragon.

Space Parasite
The internal organs of an alien beast! They separate and use the floating rib cage as a shield from your fire.

Battle Tank
A massive machine that’s fully armored and is only vulnerable when firing.
**Bossses of the Dark Squadron**

**Skulidor**
A giant skull that explodes to reveal another, more-powerful creature!

**Space Siren**
Beautiful, but deadly! This creature takes the shape of a human, but it really...

**Master Computer**
The final Boss in the game! You must blow its armor away to reveal...

**The Dark Emperor**
The most powerful of all enemies. This is the final attacker you must confront!

**Playing Tips**
Your Gunhed Star Fighter uses a variety of weapons and gel enhancements. The first step toward stopping the enemy and their leader is to increase your ship’s power by efficiently using the available weapons in the proper areas where they are needed. In particular, you should base your decision about whether or not to take a power-up gel upon its suitability for the attack pattern of each enemy character and boss.

Call the TurboGrafx Hotline at (708) 860-3648 for additional game-playing tips!

---

**NEC TurboChip™ 90-Day Limited Warranty**

NEC HOME ELECTRONICS (USA) INC. ("NECHE") warrants this product to be free from defects in material and workmanship under the following terms:

**HOW LONG IS THE WARRANTY**
This product is warranted for 90 days from the date of the first consumer purchase.

**WHO IS PROTECTED**
This warranty may be enforced only by the first consumer purchaser.

**WHAT IS COVERED**
Except as specified below, this warranty covers all defects in material or workmanship in this product. The following are not covered by the warranty:

1. Any product that is not distributed in the U.S.A. by NECHE or which is not purchased in the U.S.A. from an authorized NECHE dealer.
2. Damage or deterioration of or to any product caused by repairs or attempted repairs performed by anyone not authorized by NECHE.
3. Improper installation, maintenance or operation of the product.
4. Repair required as a result of improper maintenance or operation or caused by the use of non-genuine NECHE replacement parts.
5. Damage caused by accident, adverse operating conditions, abuse, neglect, power line surge, lightning, or other acts of nature.
6. Damage caused by unauthorized modification of the product.

**HOW TO OBTAIN WARRANTY SERVICE**
For warranty information or game support, call (312) 860-3648, Monday-Friday 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Central Time.

**LIMITATION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES**
ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE LIMITED IN DURATION TO THE LENGTH OF THIS WARRANTY.

**EXCLUSION OF DAMAGES**
NECHE'S LIABILITY FOR ANY DEFECTIVE PRODUCT IS LIMITED TO THE REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT OF THE PRODUCT OR THE OPTION TO RETURN THE PRODUCT FOR A REFUND TO THE EXENT OF THE PURCHASER'S ORIGINAL PURCHASE PRICE.

**HOW STATE LAW RELATES TO THE WARRANTY**
This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state.